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OBJECTIVE

RESULTS

To identify descriptors that patients who have different physical conditions
use to describe the quality and severity of their pain, and to examine
common use across and between conditions.

•

Subjects ranged between 29 and 63 years (mean age of 45). The
majority (71%) was female, 60% were working full or part time, and
51% were Caucasian (see Table 1).

•

The descriptors with the higher meaning and relevance to patients that
was used across all four conditions were SHARP, ACHING,
THROBBING, HURTING and TIGHT (see blue arrows, Table 2).

•

Descriptors with moderate levels of meaning and use across the four
conditions were: STABBING, STIFFNESS, SHOOTING, RADIATING,
TIGHT, PENETRATING, EXCRUTIATING, SPREADING, STABBING
and STIFFNESS and ANNOYING. (see purple arrows, Table 2).

•

Highly relevant descriptors unique to Migraine subjects included
SPLITTING (89%), POUNDING (83%), PULSATING (77%) and
SQUEEZING (72%). Descriptors like PIERCING (72%) were also
relevant to LBP and OA groups but not so prominent for RA.

•

LBP subjects focused more on descriptors like PINCHING (84%), and
SHOOTING (74%), with SORE and PIERCING in common with the
other conditions.

•

OA and RA patients tended to be more similar with each other and to
a lesser degree the non-Arthritic conditions, using CONSTANT (46
and 73%), TENDER (55 and 64%) and SORE (72 and 73%) in
common. Additional descriptors unique to RA included TIGHT (73%),
UNCOMFORTABLE, (82%) and CRAMPING (64%).

METHODS
•

Subjects were recruited by web posting and telephone screening.
Those self-reporting active treatment for one of four conditions
(Migraine, Low Back Pain (LBP), Osteo-arthritis (OA), or Rheumatoid
Arthritis (RA) were scheduled for in-person qualitative interviews.

•

After answering general questions about the pain they experienced,
subjects were given cards with different pain descriptors and asked to
sort to one stack of those that WOULD use to describe their pain and
one stack they would not use. They were allowed to add descriptors
to the card deck if needed.

•

The descriptors used were recorded, tallied across the patient
population, and divided into three groups (see Table 2).
Highly Meaningful and used: (70-100%)
Moderately Meaningful and used: (45-69%)
Low Meaningfulness and use: (18-44%)

TABLE 1: Demographic Characteristics

TABLE 2: Pain Descriptors by Condition

TABLE 3: Descriptors not receiving at least
moderate support for any of the conditions

CONCLUSIONS
Because descriptors of pain used by patients across these four different conditions showed use of both similar
language as well as expressions that were unique to their condition, the assessment of condition specific
pain should be considered when planning to use pain as a study endpoint.
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